What Is Gigster?
Gigster is the world’s engineering department. It’s the fastest and easiest way to hire an elite
development team—including engineers, designers, product managers from top schools and
technology companies—to build your software.
Users get a fixed price quote in minutes (really) for software projects like mobile apps,
websites, and more. Clients include enterprises (like IBM) and startups of all shapes & sizes.

What You Get
Top engineers. Gigster accepts only 1% of applicants, with top talent from Google,
Facebook, Pinterest, Ebay, Microsoft, MIT, Stanford, Caltech, and Harvard. There’s
more than 500 developers, product managers, and designers in network and
thousands more on the waitlist.
Best experience. Working with external talent has never been this easy. Gigster
gathers requirements and scopes your project within minutes, then assembles a
development team the same day. All project management takes place through an
easy-to-use dashboard.
Fixed price quote. Unlike dev shops with unpredictable pricing, Gigster charges a flat
fee, so there’s never any incentive for developers to work more hours and run up
charges.
Smart platform. Gigster has built an assembly line for software by standardizing the
base units of work. Their mission is to optimize costs and shorten build cycles over
time through automation & common modules until there is no better development
service.

About Us
Gigster was founded by Roger Dickey & Debo Olaosebikan. Roger is a serial entrepreneur
and angel investor with experience building $1B revenue business units and investments or
advisory roles in 60+ bay area startups. He holds 6 patents, studied Computer Science at
UIUC, and has been programming since an early age. Debo is on leave from a Physics PhD
at Cornell and has founded several marketplaces, energy, and education startups.
Gigster has raised $12m from great investors including Andreessen Horowitz, Greylock,
Bloomberg Beta, and Y Combinator.
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